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Markedness Effects in Welsh Plural Forms
Arle R. Lommel

Welsh is a member of the Indo-European 'words,' and brawd /brodyr ' brother/ brothers'. In
family of languages and is one of the few surviving addition to forms which show the vowel change
members of the once flourishing Celtic branch. in the plural, there are a limited number of forms
Currently Welsh is spoken by a substantial portion which show affection in the singular but not in
of the population in the British principality of Wales the plural, e.g., gwraig 'wife,' and gwragedd 'wives'
and is also spoken in limited areas of Patagonia (ibid 42).
which were settled by Welsh fleeing the encroachThe group of plurals which this paper is to
ing English in the late 1800's.
focus on however is a group that appears anomaIn Welsh, as in many other Indo-European lan- lous. This group of words consists of those words
guages, plurals are typically formed by suffix addi- whose plurals represent the bare stem and whose
tion, by stem vowel change, or by a combination singulars have an added suffix. This ending is -yn
of stem vowel change and suffix addition. Singular (occasionally -cyn) in masculine words and -en in
forms in general represent bare stems as they do in feminine words. In many words there is also a stem
English.
vowel change between singular and plural-the
The vowel changes which occur are generally singular often undergoes penultimate affection
caused by a process known as ultimate i-affection caused by the vowel in the singular termination,
(Morris-Jones 39). I-affection is a historical rem- or, in other cases, the plural shows the result of hisnant of a time when Welsh had more nominal torical affection while the singular shows no affecendings. The process of affection was one of rais- tion. Thus the singular of child, plentyn, shows
ing and/or fronting ultimate vowels and diph- affection of a to e while the plural plant shows no
thongs in anticipation of an ending, typically i affection; on the other hand chwannen 'flea,' shows
(vocalic or consonantal), in an ending which was no affection in the singular while the plural chwain
added to the stem, a sort of regressive assimilation. shows affection.
In general these endings have been lost, leaving
Traditional grammars give no explanation as to
only the i-affection to show where the endings why certain words show this plural formation, a very
once existed (ibid 33). An example of i-affection strange one by Indo-European standards. The gento form the plural is bran 'crow,' and brain 'crows'. eral statement concerning these words is that the
(For a more complete description of affection as plural is formed from the singular through loss of
well as Welsh spelling and pronunciation, see a singular termination. To quote one Welsh gramAppendix B.)
mar, one of the ways of creating a plural is "by losWelsh has a great number of plural endings. ing a singular ending" (Williams 9). The purpose
These include ~au, -iau, ~ion, -on, -en, -i, ~ydd, ~edd, of this paper is to demonstrate that the plural is
-oedd, -ed, -ad, -iaid, -aint, -er and -yr (the -en used not formed by ending loss, but rather that the sinin plural formation is distinct from the singular -en gular is formed from the plural by suffix addition,
to be discussed later). In general these endings are that this is not only not unexplainable but is in
added to the singular to form the plural; for fact explained quite simply, that this phenomenon
example pen 'head,' and pennau 'heads' (ibid 45).
is an outgrowth of the same principle that gives
The third way mentioned above was a combi- rise to regular plural formations in Welsh, and that
nation of plural termination and i-affection-this similar principles are at work in plural formation
is perhaps the most common form of plural forma- in many other languages (including English) to one
tion. Examples include gair 'word' and geiriau degree or another.
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A first glance over the list of words (Appendix
A) which show this plural formation yields no
apparent rhyme or reason for the strange nature of
these words. What do birds, the small bones of fish,
shrubs, gnats, badgers, gravel, lightning, capillaries, stars, sand and onions have in common? What
distinguishes these words from the bulk of words in
the language?
A closer examination reveals that a large number of these words are types of plants; in fact 95
out of 166 of these terms are either plant names or
are products of plants (sticks, berries, bark, etc.).
So about 57% of these terms are plant related. It
is also notable that 29 (17.5%) of these terms
are names of animals (of these, 14 are of insects).
Together about 75% of these terms are plants or
animals.
At this point one might be tempted to say that
this class of nouns is a category defined by the term
"life," and dismiss the other terms as flukes-there
are only 32 terms in Y Geiriadur Mawr, a standard
Welsh-English dictionary, l which are of the form
under consideration that are not also names of
plants (or their products) or animals. A list of the
glosses of these words does not appear to help
either: hair, bit or fragment, brick, crumb, ridgetile, skittle (a pin in a bowling-like game), oatcake,
tool, scab, pancake, lattice, drop, furniture, pancake (a second word), pebble, vein, lightning, a
piece of dust, capillary, lightning (again), entrails,
instrument, child, shell or casing (of anything),
pimple, feather, snowflake, rag, star and tile.
As there is no readily apparent means for grouping the above terms it might seem as if there is little
point in continuing beyond the hypothesis that all
these odd words either belong to the category of
"life" or to the category of "flukes." There is one
problem however-the majority of animal and
plant names in Welsh follow more normal forms of
plural formation and the forms showing plural shortening (or singular lengthening) are not distinguishable in terms of general qualities from their more
standard counterparts. In fact some of the animals
have names that are of the odd category as well as
more normal names, e.g., a gadfly is called pryf llwyd
in addition to cleheryn -the first term's plural is
pryfed llwyd, a normal plural form, while the second term's plural is cljr.
At this point there again seems to be an impasse. If one animal can have two names, one of
which is an example of the anomalous plural formation and the other of which is normal, then it is
tempting to say that there is no unifying principle
to these forms and that hence they must be oddities with no reason for existence other than the
inexplicability of language or that they are remnants of some principle which was once active in
Welsh but which is no longer functioning.
A brief digression is in order here to explain
the concept of markedness. Markedness is a concept that refers to how basic a term is in relation
to other terms. This can be represented in the

English pair of words jump/jumped; English speakers would tend to agree that jump is the more basic
of the two terms and that jumped is "marked" for
past tense. Similarly the -s in sphincters is a mark
for plurality. Generally the grammatically unmarked
form (i.e., singular, present, nominative in languages with case, etc.) will represent the stem of a
word if any form does and is likely to stand in the
place of the more marked form; thus the word near
can stand in for its synonym nigh which is marked
for religious or poetic usage. It is also the tendency
for the unmarked form to influence the singular,
e.g., the change of English dove to dived to conform
with the unmarked dive. (For a more complete examination of markedness in the context which this
paper will use see Robertson, The History of TENSE/
ASPECT/MOODNOICE in the Mayan Verbal
Complex, chapters one through three).
An example from Frisian (Tiersma 834) may
help to explain the phenomenon of short plural
formation in Welsh. In Frisian, plurals are often
formed by the addition of the plural suffix -en and
by a stem diphthong change from the singular.
Conservative plurals like the plural of poe! 'pool,'
pwollen, show this type of plural formation. There
is currently a trend to bring the diphthong of the
plural in most words into conformity with the
diphthong present in the singular-for example,
the innovative forms of 'pool' are singular poe!
and plural poe!len where the stem diphthong wo
in the plural has become oe by analogy with the
singular.
There are examples in Frisian however, in
which the stem vowel of the singular changes to
the stem vowel of the plural. Historically conservative singular-plural pairs of some of these words
include eann/jermen 'arm/arms,' goes/gwozzen 'goose/
geese,' hoarn/hwamen 'horn{animal)/horns,' hoas/
vjazzen 'stocking/stockings,' kies/kjizzen 'tooth/
teeth,' spoen/spwonnen 'shaving! shavings,' toarn/
twamen 'thom/thoms,' and trien/trjinnen 'tear/tears'.
The innovative forms of these words are jerm/
jermen, gwos/gwozzen, hwarne/hwarnen, vjazze/
vjazzen, kjizze/kjizzen, spwon/spwonnen, twarne/
twarnen, and trjin/trjinnen, respectively. In all
these cases the plural has influenced the singularthe grammatically marked plural has influenced the
grammatically unmarked singular, an apparent
markedness reversal in which the plural form, which
is normally the marked form, has influenced the
normally unmarked singular.
This is apparently attributable to the plurals of
these words being unmarked. Although "unmarked
plural" may seem a contradiction in terms, it is not.
The words above refer to items which tend to come
in pairs (e.g., arms and horns) or in larger numbers
(e.g., shavings and thorns). Because the referents
of the terms tend to occur in groups, the idea of
plurality is more basic in them than is the idea
of singularity. This leaves the singular as the marked
idea, it being odd with relation to the plural in
existence.
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To quote Robertson in his analysis of Tiersma's
data which views this to be the result of the plural
being unmarked:
"The reason for this and all other markedness
reversals in Frisian plurality results from the fact
that the Interpretant plural is twice present in all
the markedness reversal morphemes, once as a part
of the lexical meaning of the word itself, and again
in the grammatical markers. With jermen, for example, the lexical Interpretant instructs the interpreter to look for more than one arm (since single
arms normally do not occur in nature), while the
grammatical morphology, in this case both the
vowel change and -en, similarly instructs the interpreter to see more than one arm .... It is important
to reemphasize, in contrast with previous examples
(poelen 'pools,' where lexical plurality is not
present), the Interpretant of jerm 'arm' positively
instructs the hearer to look for more than one arm.
In other words, certain lexical items in Frisian
whose meaning is 'arm,' 'goose,' 'tooth,' 'tear,' and
the like are inherently plural, and these most naturally co-occur with the markers for plurality. It is
precisely with such nouns, and only such nouns,
that markedness reversal took place in Frisian"
(Robertson 26-27).
Tiersma refers to these types of words as ones
which "exemplify local markedness" and states as a
principle, "when the referent of a noun naturally
occurs in pairs or groups, and/or when it is generally referred to collectively, such a noun is locally
unmarked in the plural." He then goes on to give
frequency data from English, German, Dutch and
Spanish to show that these words do indeed tend
to be referred to in the plural.
An example similar in principle is found in
some English singular-plural pairs. These are pairs
such as mouse/mice, goose/geese, louse/lice and tooth/
teeth It is interesting that tooth and goose are two
of the same words Frisian underwent markedness
reversals with. These forms show irregular plurals
that are historical remainders of once productive
plural formations. The reason these plurals were
not standardized to use the plural -s is their lexical
plurality; there is something inherently plural about
these words-the idea of one louse, one mouse, etc.
is somehow marked with relation to the idea of
many mice or lice, so the irregular forms are maintained because they are more basic than the
singulars and regularizing them would put a mark
on them that is not needed from a lexical standpoint. In some cases where irregular plurals exist in
English the use of regular plurals is highly marked,
e.g., person/people with persons used very specifically
and never as the general plural, and fish/fish with
fishes used to refer to multiple types of fish or to
fish as a collective.
An even more extreme example is the case of
sheep. If one takes the time to go back and think of
the perception engendered by reading the last sentence, it will be found that the phrase "the case of
sheep" brought up not an image of one sheep, but

rather of multiple sheep or of sheep as an abstract
entity consisting of all the sheep in the world; the
conclusion to be drawn from this is not that the
plural of 'sheep' is identical to the singular but vice
versa-the concept of one sheep is so highly marked
that it does not even have its own unique form and
that the plural has taken over the form of the singular, it needing no -s marker to show its plural
nature. Consider the following lyrics of Home on
the Range," Oh give me a home where the buffalo
roam and the deer and the antelope play ... "- there
are three names of animals in one line of this song
whose singular meanings are so highly marked that
the singular forms are not distinct from the plural
and the plural forms look like singulars. (This is
very interesting when it is realized that the plurals
of the Welsh terms under consideration appear exactly as do singulars of most words; it is not so inconceivable that in English the plurals of these
words would do the same and appear as bare stems.)
Having established the role of markedness in
the retention of irregular plurals (or, as was shown,
not quite so irregular plurals) in English, the subject can return to Welsh. An examination of the
list of words reveals that all of the words (with one
exception, which will be explained) can be looked
at in terms of a lexically unmarked plural. The addition of an ending (a grammatical mark) to form
the marked singular should be no surprise.
A number of these words bear individual comment to lend credence to the hypothesis that the
plurals of these words are less marked than are
the singular forms. Not all words will be discussed
as the significance of them bears no comment or is
redundant with comments made concerning other
words in the list.
The first word that needs to be commented on
is the one exception mentioned above. This is the
word for badger, daearfochyn. In general, few people
would associate badgers with groups. But this problem is resolved when it is noted that daearfochyn
is a compound of the words daear and mochyn
(pI. mach), a short plural noun. Daear means earth,
and mochyn is the word for a pig-a badger is then
literally an "earth-pig" or a "dirt-pig." (The change
of the initial m in mochyn to an f is a regular sound
shift that is part of the system of consonant mutation in Welsh and is of no consequence in this
example). It would also appear that the Welsh
people may at one time have had a different perception of badgers than most people do now; there
is an archaic word in Welsh, brochwart, for a keeper
of badgers; brach, the first part of the word, is another word for a badger. So perhaps, if badgers were
kept by individuals, the perception of them as things
found in groups might have been a reality.
Bedwen 'birch'(pl. bedw) is representative of
many of the words for trees. In English both birch
and birches are used as plurals. The plural, when
standing alone in English, is birches, but it is common in English to say "birch are ... " or "a group
of birch," while one would never say "a group of
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computer" to refer to a bunch of computers sitting
together. The distinction between plural and singular has collapsed to a certain extent in the case
of the birch tree (as well as in many other tree
names). Birch tend to be found in groups, and this
conflation of tenns to the grammatically unmarked
is not to be unexpected-the lexically unmarked
plural takes over the grammatical form of the singular. Many other tree names in Welsh follow a
similar pattern. All of these trees are ones that occur in stands or groves: cegiden (pI. cegid) 'hemlock,'
cerddinen (pI. cerddin) 'mountain ash,' colwydden
(pI. colwydd) 'hazel,' crabysen (pI. crabys) 'crab
apple,' fferen (pI. ffer) 'fir tree,' ffyllwydden
(pI. ffyUwydd) 'cypress,' gellygwydden (pI. geUygwydd)
'pear tree,' gwaglwyfen (pI. gwaglwyf) 'lime tree,'
gwernen (pI. gwem) 'alder,' gwydd-wydden (pI. gwyddwydd) 'honeysuckle'-literally "wood-wood" or
"wood of woods," helygen (pI. helyg) 'willow,'
llarwydden (pI. llarwydd) 'larch,' llinwydden
(pI. Uinwydd) 'ash tree,' llorwydden (pI.llorwydd) 'laurel tree,' merywen (pI. meryw) 'juniper,' pinwydden
(pI. pinwydd)'pine tree,' poplysen (pI. poplys) 'poplar,' ysgawen (pI. ysgaw) 'elder tree,' and ywen
(pI. yw) 'yew'. Most trees in fact seem to be of this
type. (The ones listed above are just those for
which both plural and singular fonns are listed in
Y Geiriadur Mawr - often Y Geiriadur Mawr lists
the singular and does not give the plural. Almost
all other trees listed in the dictionary end in either
-en or -yn and are probably of this type.) It is interesting to note that a tree which would not be seen
in groups in Wales, such as the domestic cherry tree,
pren cerios, is not of the category under consideration here, although cerios (sing. ceriosen) 'cherries'
is itself of this type.
The word beryren '[water]cress,' (pI. berwr) is
one in which the plural is the bare stem without
affection but in which the singular shows affection
caused by the final -en. In English this word is not a
count noun-that is to say that the counting of
three "cresses" just doesn't feel right to most
Englishspeakers. In Welsh, however, beryrenserves
as a count noun, as do many other plant names
(such as Uaethygen 'lettuce,' pI. Uaetheg). To count
these things in English one must add a count noun;
heads of lettuce, pieces of cress, etc. In general the
plural form is used to refer to the vegetable itself
while the singular is used in conjunction with numerals. (Welsh uses the singular when it is preceded
by a numeral, e.g., un ferysen 'one cress' and saith
berysen 'seven cresses,' while beryr can refer to one
or many cress when unqualified, just as English
"cress" can refer to one or many plants.
Blodeuyn, 'flower,' is also of the type of nouns
considered. Its plural is blodau -the plural is the
bare stem while the singular shows affection of the
penult from au to eu. While flowers themselves may
qualify for lexical plurality, apparently most individual kinds of flowers do not. This is not odd however when one considers that many types of flowers
occur singly or infrequently, unlike trees which
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come in groups. Most of the types of flowers which
occur in large groups do in fact end in -en or-yn. A
strange exception to this rule, if extended to all
plants, exists--duckweed, a common water weed
that comes as large numbers of tiny Iilypad-like
leaves, is not of this fonn. Its name is bwyd yr hwyad,
but this is literally "food of ducks" (hwyaden 'duck'
another word of this type).
Three words illustrate the effect of lexical plurality in the formation of this noun class with nonanimate referents. These words are bribysen 'bit or
fragment,' bricsen 'brick,' and briwsionyn 'crumb.'
The plurals are bribis, brics, and briwsion respectively.
All of these occur in quantity. A single brick is seen
less often than many bricks, and with bits and
crumbs the lexical plurality is even more obvious.
What is even more interesting with brics( en) is
that when it was borrowed the plural form of the
English word was used as the stem. There is a trend
now to use the 'proper' English forms as most Welsh
speak English in addition to Welsh from an early
age, but the older borrowed forms are still used by
many speakers (Y Geiriadur Mawr does not even
list bric as a fonn and gives bricsen as the correct
singular form). That Welsh borrowed the plural
fonn of bricks as brics but did not borrow the singular, lends credence to the idea that the plural of
this word is unmarked.
Some other inanimate words are in this list.
Cedysen (pl. cedys) 'faggot of wood,' cefnbeithynen
(pI. cefnbeithyn) 'a ridge-tile,' and celficyn (pl. celfi)
'tool', are all nouns with shortened plurals. An excellent example is ceilysyn (pI. ceilys). A ceilysyn is
a skittle, a pin in a game similar to bowling; in this
case one would almost never see a skittle by itself
as the game is played with more than one pin (ten
pins is typical for a tabletop version played with a
top instead of a ball). Another good example is the
Welsh expression for lightning-there are two
words for this, llucheden (pI. lluched) and mellten
(pI. mellt). In comparison with English it is worth
noting that plurality is inherent in the English
equivalents--one does not say "I heard a thunder
and saw a lightning." Similarly the tenn thunder
storm does not imply the existence of just one clap
of thunder in the stonn; the expression of true lexical singularity requires the coupling of thunder with a
word carrying singularity with it, e.g., a clap or peal of
thunder and, similarly, a burst or bolt of lightning.
A number of insects are also included. Ants and
flies are especially prevalent in this list. Bywionyn/
bywion 'ant or gnat,' cleren/cler 'housefly,' cylionen/
cylion 'gnat or fly,' cynrhonyn/ cynrhon 'maggot or
fly,' chwannen/ chwain 'flea,' egnodyn/egnod 'flea,'
grugionen/grugion 'ant,' gwenyn-en/gwenyn 'bee,'
gwybedyn/gwybed 'gnat,' morgrugyn/morgrug 'ant,'
and picwnen/picwn 'wasp,' are all insects found in
groups. In contrast, an insect not typically found
in a swann, gwas y neidr 'dragon fly' is not of this
category. Especially of note are the multiple words
for ants, fleas and gnats-no names for these insects exist which do not show addition of -yn or

...
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~en, but multiple names do exist which show suffix
addition in the singular.
One word which would not normally be asso~
ciated with lexical plurality in English but which
is in Welsh is crachen (pI. crach) 'scab.' With seri~
ous wounds, however, the presence of multiple scabs
on a wound would not be unusual; the Welsh were
at one time a very war~like people, as were all the
Celts, and large wounds would not have been un~
common. One interesting use of crach is in crach y
mOT, literally "scabs of the sea," or barnacles, which
are almost always found in groups with lone bar~
nacles being rare indeed.
Cramwyth are pancakes (although the Welsh
will often say pancecs to refer to pancakes). Both
cramwyth and another name for pancakes, firoes,
are nouns considered here. Their singulars are
cramwythen and firoesen, respectively. Almost need~
less to say, pancakes come as more than one-if a
restaurant were to offer a one~pancake breakfast, it
would not sell.
A significant number of berries belong to this
group. The lexical plurality of berries should be
fairly obvious--one berry a meal does not make,
and the berry bush that makes just one berry is a
serious oddity. Afan (sing. afanen) 'raspberries,'
criafol (sing. criafolen) or cyrawal (sing. cyrawalen)
'mountain ash berries,' cyrren (sing. cyrrensen) 'cur~
rants,' gwsberys (sing. gwsberysen) 'gooseberries,' llus
(sing. Husen) 'whinberries,' and my war (sing.
my waren) 'blackberries,' are all nouns whose sin~
gular are made by the addition of endings to the
plural. Similar to these is gronyn (pI. grawn), a word
which means a grain of corn, a fish egg a berry.
The plural is used where English says 'roe.' Aside
from the resemblance of the corn and fish eggs to
berries, they also possess lexical plurality in their
own right and should be of this category in any case.
A substantial number of fruits and vegetables
besides berries possess lexical plurality: betys (sing.
betysen) 'beetroots,'blodfresych (sing. blodfresychen)
'cauliflower'-the plural is almost always usedcabaets (sing. cabaetsen) 'cabbage,' cnau (sing.
cneuen) 'nuts,' eirin (sing. eirinen) 'plums,'erfin (sing.
erfinen) 'turnips,' gellyg (sing. gellygen) 'pears,'maip
(sing. meipen) 'turnips,' mefus (sing. mefusen) 'straw~
berries,' mes, (sing. mesen) 'acorns,' ogfaen (sing.
ogfaenen) 'rose hips,' per (sing. peren) 'pears,' pibgnau
(sing. pibgneuen) 'chestnuts,' sibol (sing. sibolen)
'young onions,' syfi (sing. syfien) 'strawberries' and
wynwyn (sing. wynwynyn) 'onions' among others.
With all of these the lexical plurality is apparent.
There are some examples of change with this
type of words. At least one term has felt the pres~
sure to conform with more standard ways of mak~
ing plurals. There is an archaic plural difer 'drops'
with a singular that appears to be of this group,
diferyn. There are currently two equivalent plurals
for diferyn. The first of these is diferynnau, a per~
fectly regular plural. Along side diferynnau is
dyferion, consisting of the stem represented in the
archaic plural difer plus ~ion. The singular still bears

the ~yn ending of the singulars characteristic of the
group of nouns under consideration. There are ac~
tually quite a few nouns which substitute plural
for singular terminations-in all cases the singulars
end in ~en or ~yn and, although these words are not
considered here, the reason for this plural form
seems to be the same-the noun in question pos~
sesses lexical plurality. Some examples are cwningen
(pI. cwningod) 'rabbit,' miaren (pI. mieri) 'bramble,'
cerdyn (pI. cardiau) 'card,' and cerpyn (pI. carpiau)
'rag' (Williams 14).
Furniture is also lexically plural, and Welsh
dodrefnyn (pI. dodrefn) 'furniture' and celficyn (pI.
celfi) are forms with plurals representing the bare
stems. In English the form furnitures seems strange
and redundant as furniture is already plural. Celficyn
is the one form in the list which shows addition of
~cyn in the singular. The existence of this form will
later be seen to be of great importance in establish~
ing the probable nature of the singular termina~
tion and of why these particular endings are used.
Thorns are lexically plural (physically too, as
anyone caught in a thorn bush could attest to).
Hence they should be expected to be nouns with
~en/~yn type singulars. Indeed, as is expected,
draenen (pI. drain) and drysien (pI. drysi) , both mean~
ing 'thorn,' have their singulars marked and their
plurals showing bare stem formation. Similarly
ysgallen 'thistle' has a plural of ysgall.
Welsh regards pebbles, dust and sand as lexi~
cally plural items. Groyn 'pebble' is gro 'gravel' in
the plural. A mote or piece of dust is Uychyn. The
pluraillych does not exist as an independent form
and is only found bound in other forms like Uychwin
'dusty' and Uychwino 'to soil, foul, mar or spot.' Its
existence can only be shown from its presence in
these words. To express 'dust' Welsh uses llwch, a
masculine singular noun used where English would
use 'dust'-English does not use dusts except to re~
fer to multiple types of dust or in phrases like the
dusts of the earth. The word tywodyn 'grain of sand'
is plural in tywod 'sand.'
Similar to the distinction in tywodyn/tywod is
gwenithen/gwenith. Gwenithen is a grain of wheat
while gwenith functions where English uses 'wheat.'
Also of the same nature are two word pairs, gweiryn
'blade of grass'/gwair 'grass' and gwelltyn 'piece of
straw or grass'/gweUt 'straw.' One compound of gwellt
shows the same formation except the gender of the
singular is feminine. This is glasweUt 'green grass.'
The word for a blade of green grass is the feminine
glaswellten.(The loss of the initial g in gwellt in com~
pounding is a mutation of g and is entirely regular.)
Snails, malwod, with their well known fecun~
dity, are examples of lexically plural words and, not
surprisingly, one snail is a marked idea and is found
as malwoden.
A few terms referring to the human body also
are of this nature. Man~wythien 'capillary' has a plu~
ral form mlin~wythrand the archaic monoch 'entrails'
is singular in monochen (in English the plural is al~
ways used Z). Perhaps the most cogent argument in
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anyone word for regarding the plural as being unmarked in the cases of nouns with lexical plurality
is gwythi (the same word as the second part of the
word man-wythr). This means 'veins' or 'muscles,'
while the singular gwythren is more marked and restricted to meaning only 'vein.' A regular plural,
gwythenniau, exists, but its meaning is more marked
than gwythi -as with gwythi'en the referent is limited only to veins, muscles being out of its scope of
meaning.
Embers, marwor, are singular only as marworyn.
Petris 'partridges' apparently only come in flocks,
the odd petrisen being a strange thing in Wales,
and the Welsh must have thought that the European magpie, Pibd, came in great flocks for all the
mischief a lone pioden could cause. Similarly
hwyad,'ducks' flew over the sky in groups and a
single hwyaden was a straggler.
Some types of fish, but not all, are lexically plural. The word for fish itself is one of these no longer
so anomalous seeming nouns. Pysgoden is a single
fish and pysgod 'fish' is the plural. One compound
of pysgoden is ehedbysgoden 'flying fish,' a fish that
schools in small pods. Pilcod 'minnows' are interesting in that they also bear a plural ending in the
stem; a single minnow is a pilcodyn. Fish that do
not travel in schools are not of the unmarked plural form. For example a lobster (although not really a fish), cimwch (pI. cimychiad), is an animal
which would not be lexically plural, and it does
not show the form of lexically plural nouns.
It would seem that acne is not a modem problem. PlfJr were pimples, and a single pimple was a
ploryn-a child was apparently unusually lucky to
escape with one pimple.
Children themselves are lexically plural. The
same is true in English; through a mechanism similar to the one under consideration here children was
formed as a so-called "double plural," which will
be discussed later. Welsh Children are plant, no
pun intended by the Welsh; a single child is a
plentyn. Here plant is clearly the stem as plentyn
shows penultimate affection.
Similarly, in Norwegian the word for child, bam,
shows a fairly unusual plural formation used only
for neuter monosyllables; where most words add
-er to form the indefinite plural and -ene to form
the definite plural, the indefinite plural of bam is
the same as the singular, bam, and the definite is
formed by addition of -a, barna. This is a rather
marked plural construction in Norwegian. Other
words which show this construction also tend to
be lexically plural: agn 'bait', bild 'picture', berg
'mountain', ord 'word', folk 'folk or people', sted
'place' and swl 'chair' among many others.
Feathers, plu, and "feathers of snow" or snowflakes, plu eira, are both lexically plural items, and
the singulars are pluen and pluen eira. Stars also are
lexically plural (after all, there are a couple thousand that can be seen with the naked eye). So there
are many ser in the heavens with the sun being just
the closest sereno

From the examples given, the lexically plural
nature of the words with short plural formations
can be seen. That the forms of the plurals should
not be analyzed from the aspect of loss of singular
endings can be seen and that in fact they should be
pursued from the opposite tack is apparent-the
singular forms of these nouns are formed by addition of suffixes to unmarked plurals.
Even if affection is seen as a mark, then very
few of the plurals show any mark, and such a mark
is more prevalent in the singular than in the plural. Only six plurals show affection (1.6% of the
total words listed) while fifteen singulars show affection in the penult (4.1 % of those listed). Most
of the words show no affection (94.3 %). One word,
wnionyn 'onion'/wniwn 'onions' does show a stem
vowel change, but this is not a change caused by
affection.
It is very interesting that a number of these
words seem to incorporate plural endings as part of
the stem. For example, pysgod 'fish (plural)' incorporates the -od plural ending within the stem (pysg
is often used with the -ad dropped, although it is
technically part of the stem). This is worth noting
in that -ad is one of the common plural endings
used in normal plural formation in Welsh. The
Indo-European root for this word is *p( e)isq; the
final -ad is part of the stem that has been added in
Welsh since Indo-European times and is not something found in other Celtic languages (e.g.; protoCeltic had a form *pesc- and Old Irish showed this
stem as eisc- following the loss of p in all environments in Irish). So the addition of the -ad could
represent the interpretation of plural -ad as part of
the stem from a possible historical pair of *pysg 'fish'/
*pysgod 'fishes'. If -ad was in fact at one time functioning as a plural ending, its interpretation as part
of the stem provides strong support for the idea of
an unmarked plural in much the same vein that
the extension of vowels from the plural to the singular in Frisian indicates an unmarked plural.
Twenty-nine out of the 166 terms in the list
appear to have plural endings incorporated in the
stem; this represents 17.5% of the total words. As
etymological information on Welsh is scarce, the
nature of these apparent endings within the stem
cannot be stated with surety for many of these terms.
A number of these do definitely show incorporation of plural endings within the stem so that addition of the singular ending leaves a sequence of
morphemes as follows: [stem = (root + plural)] +
singular. Some of these are as follows 3:
The word blodau 'flowers' comes from blawd plus
the plural suffix -au. That the -au is a Welsh addition
can be seen in that the proto-Celtic root for this word
is *bliit- 'leaf, blossom.' Briwsion 'crumbs' comes from
a word briwys, also 'crumb,' with the addition of plural-ion. Bywion 'ants or gnats' comes from byw 'living' plus -ion; this carries the idea of little bits of life
or swarming things. Celfi 'tools' comes from an IndoEuropean *qel(e)- 'post' plus the plural suffix -i. The
next word, cylion 'gnats or flies', is not given a full
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etymology in Geiridur Prifysgol Cymru, but an Old
Irish cognate of cuil does not have the ,ion ending.
The etymology of dincod 'kernels' is somewhat
uncertain-it comes from elaint 'kernel' with the
addition of the suffix 'cod; while this suffix is of uncertain origin, its close resemblance to the plural ,od
is worth noting. Drysi 'thorns' is a combination of
drys, which comes from proto-CeltiC *drits, (Old Irish
driss-) and represents the Indo-European *der, 'splinter', plus the plural ,i. Gwythi 'veins or muscles' is
made in the same way from gw'yth, a broad term referring to veins, sinews, seams of minerals, ditches
and many other things.
The above words give concrete evidence for plural suffix inclusion within the stem of involved words.
Although this is just a small percentage of the words,
this does show that plural suffixes could be included
in the stems through reinterpretation. Not all the
tenns which appear to include plural suffixes could
be examined due to a lack of published etymological
information concerning Welsh, so the likelihood of
the other tenns fitting this category is fairly good.
This type of change is not unknown in other
languages, and this occurs in general with lexically
plural items. Examples in English are the so-called
"double plurals" children and chickens. At one time in
English the plural of child was childer; childer subsequently had the plural suffix 'en added to produce
children -somehow the plural ,er was interpreted as
part of the stem in the plural and a second suffix was
added to mark the pluraL An even more relevant
example for the Welsh situation is chickens - the
historical singular of this word was chick, and the
historical plural was chicken. Following reinterpretation of the stem to chicken the addition of an ,s was
necessary to make the pluraL In a similar manner
Welsh has interpreted plural endings as parts of nominal stems. The difference between these and the
English examples is that Welsh did not interpret
the plural as a singular but left the plural with its
gained stem portion as a plural and then marked the
singular. The principle is fundamentally the same as
that which fonns double plurals but shows a uniquely
Welsh twist keeping in line with the phenomenon
being examined.
Additionally, the editors of Geiridur Prifysgol
Cymru, a dictionary produced in the tradition of the
Oxford English Dictionary, opted to list these words
under their plural fonns and indicate which of the
two endings, ,yn or ,en, the singular displays. This
would indicate that some fairly authoritative scholarly opinion sees merit in treating the plurals of these
words as being more basic in some manner than the
singular.
The above evidence gives strong enough support
for viewing this situation in Welsh as an instance in
which the unmarked plural represents the stem, and
the singular is formed by suffix addition, but the nature of the suffixes themselves may provide equally
cogent reasons for viewing this as the case.
One of the strongest supports for the hypothesis lies in the nature of the singular endings 'en

and ,yn which are present in these words. Although
not traditionally regarded as such in this case, the
endings can be productively analyzed as diminutive endings. When added to regular stems ,yn functions as a masculine diminutive ending regularly
(e.g., bachgennyn 'lad,' formed from bachgen 'boy').
In addition to ,yn as a diminutive ending there is
also the masculine diminutive ending ,cyn. The
ending ,cyn functions once in the list as a singular
ending (in celficyn 'tool,' celfi 'tools'). Both singular endings of the masculine nouns also function
then as diminutive endings.
The feminine is a bit more problematic. The
singular ending 'en does not exist as a normal diminutive ending in Welsh, but a number of factors
would tend to lend credence to its being regarded
as a diminutive ending. The first of these is the
existence of the feminine diminutive ,cen (e.g.,
fiolcen 'small foolishness' from fiol 'foolishness'). The
existence of 'en could then be analogous with the
,ynJ,cyn endings.
The second big factor supporting the analysis
of 'en as a feminine diminutive comes from a vowel
alternation in Welsh which often marks gender.
The alternation of y and e as markers of grammatical masculinity and femininity respectively is well
established in Welsh. Take for instance the adjective pair gwyn 'white' masculine' and gwen 'white
- feminine.' Here the alternation of y - e marks
the distinction in gender of the adjective forms.
Many adjectives follow this pattern. (The list of
nouns under consideration shows this distinction
clearly). Thus the nature of 'en as a feminine diminutive could be strongly posited as showing the
masculine,feminine vowel distinction even if ,cen
as a feminine diminutive did not exist.
Analysis of ,yn and 'en as diminutives makes
their function as singular endings clear. If a diminutive makes something small then its function on a
plural would either be to make the individual items
encompassed by the plural smaller or to somehow
make the plural itself smaller.
There are already plural diminutives (,ach and
-os) which make the individual items contained in
the plural smaller. This type of ending can even be
applied to nouns of the type in question, e.g., plantas
'little children.' If regular plural diminutive end,
ings can be applied to make the individuals of the
plural smaller, then the addition of a standard sin'
gular diminutive ending to a plural stem would do
something else-it would make the plural itself
somehow smaller.
In the case of a lexically plural item one way of
making it smaller is to make it singular, and that is
what these endings do in this case. By the application of a diminutive ending to the stem of a lexically plural noun its meaning is rendered singular.4
In short the use of the singular endings is to liter'
ally make the plurals singular by diminutizing them.
From the comparison examples in English,
Frisian and Norwegian given in the body of the
paper it can be seen that the phenomenon of
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'short' plurals in Welsh is a manifestation of an
underlying principle which is at work in many languages. Welsh has perhaps the strongest manifestation of this markedness related principle. At first
look the problem of short 'anomalous' plurals in
Welsh seems to violate some linguistic strictures
about the relationship between singular and plural
forms in language, but by examining the situation
in terms of markedness it can be seen that these
words conform to a deeper principle that has manifestation in both the normal plural formation (most
terms are lexically singular) and in the formation
of singulars from plurals. This underlying principle
(for Welsh) can be stated thusly; the less semantically marked a term is in a singular-plural pair, the
more likely it is to be in the form of the stem,
regardless of whether the term is gramatically
singular or plural, while the more marked term will
be produced by overt marks to the stem (the singular terminations and affection in this case).
In short, these forms do not indicate a historical leftover or unexplainable problem. By close
examination it can be seen that they are quite
rulebound and conformative. It is also apparent that
traditional explanations about loss of an ending to
form the plural are backwards. Only by an examination of the lexical markedness of these words
can the pattern become apparent and can this facet
of the grammar be seen as logical and not merely
arbitrary.

End Notes
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duon, malwod, man-wythr, mellion, mwydion, mywion,
offer, ogfaen, pabwyr, pilcod, prod, pysgod, rhisgen, soft,
syfi, and tywod. The meanings of these terms can
be found in Appendix A. Etymological information comes from Geiriadur Prifysgol Cymru with the
exception of the information for pysgod, the IndoEuropean root and Old Irish cognate of which were
found in Webster's.
4Even if this is not the case, the phonetic resemblance of both -yn and -en to un 'one,' should
not be ignored as it may also be a potential explanation, but this argument is not as explanatory as
the diminutive ending explanation.
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llf the much larger and more complete
Geiriadur Prifysgol Cymru were used, the total would
undoubtably be considerably higher. However, as
this dictionary is incomplete and due to the length
of time a search of this dictionary would take, the
smaller Y Geiriadur Mawr was used. An examination of the appendices which deal with plants, birds,
fish, etc. in Y Geiridur Mawr shows that a major
portion of words dealing with these sorts of items
appears to be of the type of word considered here
(Le., they end in either -yn or -en or they are listed
as plural forms which do not display plural endings. These forms have been ignored as definitive
forms are not given and thus they cannot be considered with absolute certainty.
zIt is often the case that Welsh will have a
singular where English does not as Welsh grammar
requires that the singular form follow cardinal numerals. One in Welsh would say "chwech
monochen"-literally "six entrail." English typically uses the plural form in this instance and so
does not require a singular of this word. Many words
in Welsh which are referred to in the plural have
singular forms for this reason; thus blodfresych which
is almost always in the plural has a singular
blodfresychen for use after numbers.
3 These terms, not all of which are discussed,
are as follows (plural forms given); blodau, briwsion,
bywion, celfi, cylion, difer, dincod, drysi, egnod,
ehedbysgod, grugion, gwythi, lluched, mafon and mafon

..
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Appendix A
Appendix A contains the list of Welsh plurals
of the form considered in this paper. Some forms
have (yn)!(en) as the ending. These words are of
vaccillating gender and can either take the masculine -yn or the feminine -en as endings in the sin-

,

It
l

gular. (Alphabetization is based on the Welsh alphabet, so ordering may seem odd to English speakers.) All of these terms are collected from Y
Geiriadur Mawr.

singular

plural

gloss

aderyn
afanen
bedwen
beryren
betysen
blewyn

adar
afan
bedw
berwr
betys
blew

blodeuyn
blodfresychen
brenigen
bribysyn/bribsyn
bricsen
briwsionyn
brwynen
byrgoedyn
bywionyn
bywullyn
cabaetsen
cacynen
callod(r)yn
cawnen
cecys(yn)!(en)
cedysen
cefnbeithynen
cegiden
ceilysyn
ceirch( yn)/( en)
ceirosen
celficyn
celynen
cenhinen
cerdinen
cerddinen
cloronen
cleheryn
cleren
cneuen
cocsen
coeden
coedyn
collwydden
crabys( yn)/( en)
crachen
cramwythen
criafolen
cylionen
cynrhonyn
cyrawalen
cyrensen
chwannen

blodau
blodfresych
brennig
bribis/bribys
brics
briwsion
brwyn
byrdgoed
bywion
bywull
cabaets
cacwn
callod(r)
cawn
cecys
cedys
cefnbeithyn
cegid
ceilys
ceirch
ceiros
celfi
celyn
cennin
cerdin
cerddin
cloron
cl)'r
cler
cnau
cocs
coed
coed
collwydd
crabys
crach
cramwyth
criafol
cylion
cynrhon
cyrawal
cyrren
chwain

bird
raspberry
birch
cress
beetroot
hair, fur; grass blade;
a bit; small fish bones
flower
cauliflower
limpet
bit or fragment
brick
crumb or fragment
rush (plant)
shrub
ant; gnat
bud; shoot
cabbage
wasp; hornet
haulm; moss
stalk
reed
bundle; faggot of wood
ridge-tile
green woodpecker; hemlock
skittle
oatcake
cherry
tool or gear; furniture
holly
leek
mountain ash, rowan tree
mountain ash, rowan tree
potato
gadfly
housefly
nut
cockle
tree
stick
hazel tree
crab-apple
scab
pancake
mountain ash berry
gnat or fly
maggot or grub
mountain ash berry
currant
flea

notes

plural in compounds

archaic

plural in compounds
cennin syfi = chives

archaic
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daearfochyn
deilen
dellten
derwen
diferyn
dincodyn
dodrefnyn
draenen
drys"ien
ednogen
eginyn
egnodyn
egroesen
ehedbysgoden
eirinen
eithinen
erfinen
ffaen
fferen
ffroesen
ffyllwydden
ffynidwydden
gellygen
gellygwydden
glaswellten
gronyn
grbyn
grugionen
gwaglwyfen
gweiryn
gwelltyn

daearfoch
dail
dellt
derw
difer (archaic)
dincod
dodrefn
drain
drysi
ednog
egin
egnod
egroes
ehedbysg( od)
eirin
eithin
erfin
ffa
ffer
ffroes
ffyllwydd
ffynidwydd
gellyg
gellygwydd
glaswellt
grawn
gro
grugion
gwaglwyf
gwair
gwellt

gwenithen
gwenynen
gwernen
gwialen
gwlyddyn
gwreiddyn
gwrysgen
gwsberysen
gwybedyn
gwydden
gwyddwydden
gwybysen
gwythlen

gwenith
gwenyn
gwem
gwiail
gwlydd
gwraidd
gwrysg
gwsberys
gwybed
gwydd
gwyddwydd
gwygbys
gwythi

haelsen
helygen
hesgen
hwyaden
letysen
llaethygen
llyfrwynen
llarwydden
lleuen
llinwydden
llorwydden
llucheden
llusen
llychyn
mafonen

haels
helyg
hesg
hwyad
letys
llaethyg
llyfrwyn
llarwydd
llau
llinwydd
llorwydd
lluched
llus
mafon

badger
(compound of mochyn)
leaf
lath or lattice
oak tree
drop
modern plural diferynnau
pip or kernel
furniture
thorn or prickle
thorn
fly
shoot, sprout, blade
flea
archaic
rose hip
flying fish
plum
gorse (an evergreen shrub)
turnip
bean
fir tree
pancake
cypress tree
fir tree
pear
pear tree
green grass
grain of com; fish egg; berry
pebble, gravel{in plural)
ant
lime tree, linden
blade of grass
straw or grass in plural. Singulara piece of straw og grass
wheat
bee
alder
rod or stick
haulm; stalk or stem; chichweed
root
haulm
goose-berry
gnat
tree; in plural - woods
honesuckle
{literally "wood-wood")
vetch
archaic
vein in singular;
gwythenniau = only veins
veins or muscles in plural
shot
willow tree
sedge
duck
lettuce
lettuce
papyrus
larch tree
louse
ash tree
laurel tree
lightning
whinberry
a mote or piece of dust
plural in compounds
raspberry
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mafonendu
meipen
malwoden
manddeilen
manwydden
man-wyth"ien
marworyn
mefusen
mellionen
mellten
merywen
mesen
mochyn
monochen
morgrugyn
mwyaren
mwydionyn
myrtwydden
mywion( en)/( yn)
offeryn
ogfaenen
pabwyren
peren
petrisen
pibgneuen
picwnen
pikodyn
pinwydden
pioden
plentyn
planwydden
plisgyn
ploryn
pluen
pluen eira
poplysen
pysgodyn
rhecsyn
rhedynen
rhisglyn
rhwningen
seren
sibolen/sibwlsen
sofiyn
syf"ien
teilsen
tywarchen
tywodyn
wnionyn
wynwynyn
ysgadenyn
ysgallen/ysgellyn
ysgawen
ywen

mafon duon
maip
malwod
manddail
manwydd
man-wyth"i
marwor
mefus
mellion
mellt
meryw
mes
moch
monoch
morgrug
mwyar
mwydion
myrtwydd
mywion
offer
ogfaen
pabwyr
per
petris
pibgnau
picwn
pikod
pinwydd
p"iod
plant
planwydd
plisg
plor (archaic)
plu
plu eira
poplys
pysg(od)
rhacs
rhedyn
rhisgen
rhwning
ser
sibol/sibwl
sofi
syfi
teil(s)
tywyrch/tywarch
tywod
wniwn
wynwyn
ysgadan
ysgall
ysgaw
yw

blackberry
turnip
snail
small leaf
brush wood
capillary
ember
strawberry
clover
lightning
juniper tree
acorn
pig
entrail- entrails
ant
blackberry
soft part or pith (plural)
myrtle
ant
instrument or tool
rose hip
rush
pear
partridge
chestnut
wasp
minnow, small fish
pine tree
magpie
child
planted tree
shell, pod, case, casing
pimple
feather
snowflake
poplar
fish
rag
fern; brachen
tree bark
pear
star
young onion
stubble
strawberry
tile
turf
grain of sand - sand
onion
onion
herring
thistle
elder tree
yew tree

archaic

plural now plorynnod

final -od often dropped

usually plural

usually plural
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AppendixB
Pronunciation
Welsh pronunciation and orthography is unfamiliar to most English speakers and needs brief clarification to be followed, in large measure due to the
use of digraphs and the unfamiliar value of vowels.
Of the consonants, b, d, g, h, I, m, n, p and t have
the same values as in English; c is always [k], never
[s]; f is pronounced as [v]; r is trilled ([r)), s is always
[s], never [z], and the combination si is pronounced

[5].
The Welsh digraphs, which are considered to
be one letter, are as follows:

ch
ff

[x]
[f]

11

[ll

rh

voiceless I
[r] voiceless trilled r

dd
ng
ph

th

[0]
[Ij]
[f]
[8]

Vowels
are
pronounced
without
diphthongization. Their values are as follows (the
first values are for long vowels, the second for short):

a
u
y

[a:]
[a]
e [e]
[i]
[1]
[0:]
0
[ti]or [i]
[1]
w [u]
[i] in ultima [1] in ultima
[<:l] in syllables other than the ultima

[E]
[0]
[U]

Both i and w can function consonantally; i is
like English consonantal y, and w is pronounced
like English w. The macron ,~, is used over vowels
to show they are long where length determines
meaning, as in mOT 'so' vs. m6r 'sea.' Umlauts are
used, as in '1', to show where a vowel functions as a
syllabic nucleus and not as an element in a diphthong.

Affection
Affection is a process of vowel change in Welsh.
Affection basically fronts and/or raises vowels or
diphthongs in anticipation of a subsequent vowel
(typically i}.Some movements in affection are as
follows:
a>ai
w>y

a>ei
a>y
oe>wy ai>ei

ae>ai
au>eu

e>y

o>y

There are other examples of affection in Welsh,
but these are exemplary, and other examples are
easily spotted.
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